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1 Notebooks and Packages
This note is an update to my earlier report [1]. It also gives more details about the in-
stallation and use of my Mathematica packages. I use two series of examples, shown
in Tab. 1. My cj2.0.nb notebook mimics C. Johnstone’s parameter list 2.0 [2] for
the racetrack-shaped muon storage ring at FNAL, while my T50GeV6T0.5%.nb mim-
ics the triangular muon storage ring [3] at CERN. Similarly, the FNALmuRLA1.nb
and FNALmuRLA2.nb notebooks design re-circulating linear muon accelerators in
the same style as the CERNmuRLA1.nb and CERNmuRLA2.nb notebooks.
1.1 WWW
On WWW, you can find all notebooks, packages and templates mentioned, by using
the WWW Mathematica interface through my home page at
http://wwwslap.cern.ch/   keil/keil sign.html  Mathematica.
The same page also takes you to my Mathematica directory.
1.2 NICE
On the PC netwok NICE at CERN, you find the packages in the directory
\\srv2_home\usr_k2p\Home\KEIL\lookhere.
The notebooks and templates are in the directory
\\srv2_home\usr_k2p\Home\KEIL\lookhere\MuMu.
Table 1: List of Mathematica Notebooks and Templates
CERN FNAL Template
 RLA1 CERNmuRLA1.nb FNALmuRLA1.nb rla.mdat
 RLA2 CERNmuRLA2.nb FNALmuRLA2.nb rla.mdat
 SR T50GeV6T0.5%.nb cj2.0.nb msr.mdat
In my language, there are notebooks and packages. In Mathematica jargon, pack-
ages are notebooks following particular rules. My notebooks deal with re-circulating
linear muon accelerators and muon storage rings that have a family resemblance. They
invoke the packages to do most of the work and to display most of the results. The
packages are written such that they are driven by the data in the notebook, and work for
any family of re-circulating linear muon accelerator or muon storage ring, following
my conventions, naming rules, etc. In fact, they work also for machines with other par-
ticles. I store the notebooks in directory trees related to machines, and the packages in
a Mathematica directory. The main reason for splitting notebooks and packages in this
manner is modularity: The maintenance and improvement of the packages is done in
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one place, and all notebooks invoking the packages profit from them. In addition, stor-
ing practically identical information again and again wastes disk space. Conversely,
there is no need to bring up to date pieces of Mathematica code hidden in notebooks.
! This file contains only the variables transmitted from
! Mathematica to MAD. It is supposed to be read by a CALL
! statement in the MAD data.




















Figure 1: Listing of the msr.mdat file
2 Templates
Mathematica uses the templates in Tab. 1 to write the MAD [4] data into a file with the
Splice command. Fig. 1 shows a listing of the template msr.mdat. Since I wrote the
report [1], I have changed the style. I now write only numbers that replace the Mathe-
matica expressions inside 	
 . I assume that a CALL command in the MAD
data invokes it. The latter are “number free”, with a few exceptions. Since MAD does
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not handle integer expressions, repetition factors in LINE commands and the number
of super-periods in USE commands must be entered manually. This is error prone and
dangerous. In my Mathematica notebooks physical quantities have dimensions while
they don’t in MAD. The template in Fig. 1 also removes the dimensions.
3 List of packages
Most of the packages needed are documented in [1]. Their file names are:
 arcPack.m designs the FODO cell in the arcs of a storage ring
 colliderPack.m computes overall machine parameters
 constants.m provides natural constants with their standard names
 kickPack.m designs injection kicker magnets
 longSSPack.m designs the long straight sections
 rfPack.m computes parameters of RF systems
 rlaPack.m designs linear accelerator cells and arcs of re-circulating linear accel-
erators
I added the function nArc1Table to arcPack.m. I wrote it for designing the trian-
gular muon storage at CERN [3]; nArc1Table has five arguments instead of four in
arc1Table. The new first argument is the number of super-periods  .
nArc1Table[  ,  ,  , ﬀ ,  ﬀ ] fills and prints a table of geometrical arc param-
eters. The input variables are number of super-periods  , bending radius  ,
average arc radius  , maximum dipole length ﬀ , number of dipoles in a half
cell  ﬀ . The output variables are number of arc periods ﬁ , length of arc cells
ﬂﬁﬃ! 	"#$ﬁ , actual dipole length  ﬀ ﬃ%"&$ﬁ ﬀ , bending angle of a period
'





. The rule for
computing the number of periods ﬁ in a machine with  super-periods is with









If you want to see what is in the packages, you can look at the notebooks with the same
names and filename extension *.nb. In the notebooks shown in Tab. 1 I do not use the
following packages:
 collectivePack.m computes collective effects that I used mostly for work on very
large hadron colliders VLHC [5]
 srPack computes synchrotron radiation parameters
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4 Installation
Installing my notebooks, packages, and templates involves two steps, getting access to
my packages and templates, and installing copies of my notebooks under your account.
4.1 Access to my packages and templates under UNIX
UNIX users at CERN and elsewhere with access to afs can simply add my directory
with the packages and templates to their Mathematica path, once and for all, by adding
one line to the init.m file in the   /.Mathematica/4.0/Kernel directory:
AppendTo[$Path,"/afs/cern.ch/user/k/keil/public/Math"]
4.2 Access to my packages and templates under NICE
On the PC network at CERN, you should add one line to the init.m file in the
C:\Program Files\Common Files\Mathematica\4.0\Kernel
directory (Please note the double back slashes):
AppendTo[$Path,"\\\\srv2_home\\usr_k2p\\Home\\KEIL\\lookhere"]
4.3 Access to my packages and templates on a Mac
If you use a Mac at CERN or elsewhere, you must first copy my files into your directory
by ftp, or save them in your directory from WWW. If your copies of the notebooks and
packages are not in the same directory, then you can append the directory with the
packages and templates to your path, by putting
AppendTo[$Path,"Tsunami 830-Q:Math"]
into your notebooks before you call any package. Here, you should replace Tsunami
830-Q by the name of the hard disk on your Mac. Please note the colons (:) between
the directory and file names.
4.4 Installation of notebooks
You, the reader of this note and possible user of the notebooks, must copy one or more
of the notebooks in Tab. 1 into a directory with write access for you. You cannot
execute in my WWW or NICE directories, even when you are at CERN. You then
must go into the directory that contains the notebooks, open them in Mathematica ,
and modify them in two places, towards the end.
 You must tell Mathematica the name of the directory where it should write the
Splice output file nov24a.dat or nov29a.dat, respectively. I assume that you use
the directory public/Mu.




NICE: On a PC, use the form (Note again the double back slashes!):
SetDirectory["J:\\public\\Mu"]
If you forget this, Mathematica still writes the file into a well defined directory
in the Mathematica tree that you can find with the Mathematica command
Directory[].
 In the Splice command, you must set the second argument to the file name of
your choice.
5 Running Mathematica Notebooks
You should now be able to execute Mathematica with your modified notebook. If you
get error messages about missing files, either I forgot to mention them in my lists above
(Please let me know), or you forgot to copy them. You can do parameter searches, and
find out for yourself how the parameters of muon re-circulating linear accelerators or
storage rings change when you modify the numbers in the input section. All along you
can be sure that the parameters listed satisfy the rules implied in the notebook and the
packages. Once you arrive at a parameter set that deserves further studies with MAD,
you have the parameters needed in the Splice output file.
6 Running MAD
The example of a MAD data file does a long list of things. It is in
wwwslap.cern.ch/   keil/MuMu/SR/Nov1999/25Nov99/nov25b.dat.
 Call the Splice output file nov25a.dat
 Read the number-free description of the muon storage ring
 Match the phase advance of the FODO cells with thick lenses, starting with the
thin-lens solution from Mathematica , and plot optical functions
 Match the dispersion to zero in the straight sections with dispersion suppressors
consisting of two cells with modified bending angles and finite length elements,
starting with the thin-lens solution from Mathematica , and plot optical functions
 Check the geometry of the arcs. The geometry is sure to be correct, since all
bending angles are defined by expressions (manually entered repetition factors
may be wrong!)
 Match the long straight section cells to the prescribed phase advance with thick
lenses, starting with the thin-lens solution from Mathematica , and plot optical
functions
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 Match between the arcs and the long straight sections; this section contains num-
bers, since it is not included in Mathematica procedures
 Assemble a whole super-period, and plot optical functions
 Compensate the chromaticity of the whole machine, and plot the tunes
 Track 10 particles for 1000 turns; the particle with the largest initial offset starts
at the edge of the physical aperture
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